



	Text-kZ32448wEr: Jane Birmingham 
	Text-xVRoxo7_9G: Female
	Text-bFIBpgp4Mx: 05/15/1980
	Text-Bh6x7_VGHN: 870-396-3717
	Text-K-NFa6uTdW: 10/01/2023
	Text-Mw90bb8zH6: No recent travel
	Text-1oZ0Hl8xsa: Negative
	Text-hqmBlXkgTw: No previous Zika infection
	Text--f0-mSOXQI: Blood Sample (Serum or Plasma) and Urine Sample
	Text-7Nntv08gUa: 10/15/2023
	Text-_9SzVjjnzl: 10/05/2023
	Text-LzizxTZq96: Negative
	Text-BgcQMae3JD: 10/15/2023
	Text-1A9ATc9e9m: Negative
	Paragraph-Diyf4tNHGD: The molecular test (RT-PCR) result is negative, indicating the absence of viral RNA in the patient's blood and urine. This suggests no active Zika virus infection at the time of testing.
	Paragraph-BMweKDRELP: The IgM antibody test result is negative, which suggests the absence of recent Zika virus infection. The patient's IgM antibody levels do not indicate an acute infection.
	Text-qHj2WO7n55: 10/15/2023
	Text-MWXGAyMyQg: Negative
	Text-DtNPA48Utd: 501-541-1599
	Text-bBAYrihBih: Dr. John Smith, MD
	Text-r0P41BduzT: 10/20/2023
	Paragraph-Yma38kbgtZ: The IgG antibody test result is negative, indicating the absence of antibodies associated with past Zika virus exposure. This suggests no history of Zika infection.
	Paragraph-Qf2PzV64eE: The combination of negative results for both the molecular test (RT-PCR) and serologic tests (IgM and IgG) indicates that there is no evidence of Zika virus infection in Jane Doe. It's essential to note that negative results do not entirely rule out infection, especially if symptoms persist or if recent exposure to the virus occurred. Further testing may be required if clinical suspicion remains high.
	Paragraph-68KhwqiPVX: No confirmatory testing is required at this time, given the comprehensive negative results.

Symptomatic treatment is not necessary as the patient does not have an active Zika virus infection.

Continue to monitor the patient's health, and educate on Zika prevention strategies if relevant in their location.

Follow CDC/WHO guidelines for guidance on Zika virus prevention and travel advice.
	Paragraph-iFqLv7eKyL: No specific date for follow-up testing is necessary based on the current negative results.
Advised to consult a healthcare provider if any new symptoms develop.
Encourage the patient to stay informed about Zika and other vector-borne diseases.
	Paragraph-UtHOZ5xs8K: This detailed report indicates that Jane does not have an active or recent Zika virus infection, and there is no past exposure to the virus based on the negative serologic test results. The patient should be educated on Zika prevention and advised to seek medical attention if any new symptoms or concerns arise in the future.


